
Madam Chairperson,

Since it is the first time that I am speaking here 

allow me to congratulate you for your very able guidance 

of this Group and the democratic manner in which you have 

always conducted its proceedings. My delegation would 

like to particularly felicitate you and the members of 

the Working Group for your semin:1 contribution to the 

ongoing procès of development of international standards 

concerning the rights of indigenous populations.

It is the view of my delegation that this exercise 

should continue in harmony with existing international 

instruments in such a manner that the rights enshrined 

in the Covenants - which have universal application - are 

in no way infringed. The human rights and fundamental 

freedoms contained therein are equally applicable to 

indigenous peoples - and any weakening or abridgement of 

these would not therefore be welcome.

Specifically, with reference to the draft principle 

no. 2 developed during the fourth session of the Working 

Group, its scope should expressly exclude "positive 

discrimination" in favour of indigenous populations. For 

example, in India, in view of the prevailing social reality 

that some sections of society have for historical reasons 

remained backward, the Constitution enshrines special 

provisions in favour of these backward sections, 

specifically the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, 

in order to help them attain equality in real terms. These
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provisions and the special measures and programmes 

undertaken by the Government are not in any way violât ivc 

of the principie of equality but, in effect, allow fut' 

greater equality, as they aim at translating equality in 

practice to benefit all sections of the people of India, 

including those who were relatively neglected and backward.

As regards the question of the right of equality 

for the indigenous peoples on par with others, if t hoy 

were to be given more favourable treatment than ofhors 

by constitutional, legal and administrative means, that 

should not be construed as discrimination. My delegation 

would, therefore, support the idea contained in the 

Australian Government's comments on the Draft Principles 

which proposes the use of the formulation "adverse 

discriminaton" as distinct from positive discrimination 

in the context of ensuring truer equality.

While I have the floor Madam Chairperson, I wouLd 

like to comment on the statement made last evening by 

Professor A.K. Kisku and Dr. the Vice-Chancellor

of the University of Ranchi representing the Indian Council 

of Indigenous Tribal People. The Council is represented 

in the Working Group this year by three other distinguished 

members from India, including a Member of Parliament.

An assertion was made by the Council that from the 

historical, anthropological and sociological points of 

view the 60 million tribal people of India have, and r 
quote :
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"distinct social, economic, political and territorial 

identities" .

Unquote

Moreover, the term 'Adivasis' used commonly in India to 

designate the scheduled tribes has been equated with 

indigenous people.

The specific designation of scheduled tribes in 

India has been made in keeping with the developmental 

requirements of certain sections of our population in favour 

of whom a system of positive discrimination is followed 

by Government in order to secure for them special privileges 

and to ensure their accelerated progress.

The Constitution Order of 1 950 had declared 212 

tribes located in 14 states as scheduled tribes. This 

number has since grown. It is noteworthy that no single 

criteria has existed in India to distinguish the tribal 

from the non-tribal populations. Anthropologists, social 

reformers, Government officials, census commissioners and 

even the noted scholar Dr. G.S. Ghurye in his seminal study 

on the scheduled tribes has pointed out how religion, 

occupation or racial features have proved inadequate when 

attempting to distinguish the tribal people from non-tribal 

population in India. To say which section of India's 

population is indigenous or not would be an even more 

difficult task.

Since this conceptual issue has been raised 

repeatedly in the Working Group over the past years may
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I,Madam Chairperson, seek your indulgence to e 1 jbot\i t.

upon what I have just said. Professor Andre Beteille,

an eminent sociologist, in an important study on the

definitional aspect of this question published in 1960

had stated as follows:

"In the beginning, nobody bothered to give a precise 
meaning to the term tribe. This did not create 
very much confusion so long as the groups which 
were dealt with could be easily located and 
differentiated from groups of other types. By and 
large, this was the case in' Australia, Melanesia 
and in North America, the regions which were first 
studied by the anthropologists.

In India, and also to a certain extent in Africa 
the situation is conspicuously different. In this 
country, groups which correspond closely to the 
anthropologists' conception of tribe, have lived 
in long association with communities of an entirely 
different type. Except in a few areas, it is very 
difficult to come across communities which retain 
alll their pristine tribal characters. In fact, 
most such tribal groups show in varying degrees 
elements of continuity with the larger society of 
India" .

He went on to state that in India hardly any of the tribes 

exist as a separate society and that they have ail been 

absorbed, in varying degrees, into the wider society of 

India. The ongoing process of absorption has not been 

recent but dates back to the most ancient times. No tribe 

in India has a completely separate political boundary. 

The larger tribes of Chotta-Nagpur and Oraons and the 

Santhals are territorially dispersed. The linguistic
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boundary has also been breaking down.. The Bhils who number

over 5 million and live in Central India and constitute

one of the largest tribes have been using a dialect

80 per cent of which is derived from Sanskrit, which is

an Indo-Aryan language. Moreover, distinctiveness on

grounds of social, economic, political and territorial

identities or characteristics in certain specific cases

could apply to several other categories of people in India,

not only to tribals. Without extending this academic debate

any further I wish to state for the, record that the term

indigenous population, according to the understanding of

our delegation, cannot be equated with the tribal or

scheduled tribe population in India. It has already been

stated earlier by members of the Working Group that the

question of minorities should not be confounded with that

of indigenous populations. The Government of India also

does not recognise the right of self-determination of any

group of people within India. Right to self-determination

is applicable in the context of colonial situations or

foreign occupation and not otherwise. India is a mosaic

of different religions and cultures. To borrow a phrase
I—4»-C_U- £ '

from Mr. Justice IgjfVfcss ̂ excellent presentation on behalf 

of the Independent Commission on International Humanitarian 

Issues on the first day of the current session of the 

Working Group, India provides a microcosm of the multi-cultur, 

and the multi-coloured world. Peoples of many different faitt
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and persuas t ions, creeds, religions and ethnic groups have 

joined together in building the world's largest democracy, 

a democracy in which civil and political rights arc 

guaranteed to all without any discrimination on grounds 

of creed or community. For all this variety India 

constitutes one nation state and all its const j t uenls 

are an integral part of the country.

The Council in its presentation had also stnit'd 

that tribal people of India are reduced to a colonial 

situation and are dominated by values and institutions 

maintained by the dominant ruling group. Members of the 

Working Group are aware of political and social diversity 

of India. From the distinguished membership of the Council 

present here it was difficult to expect such a sweeping 

generalisation. Professor Kisku himself who spoke on behalf 

of the Council has been an erstwhile member of the ruling 

party and a distinguished minister in the Central Government 

for just less than a decade. In different states of India 

governments of all shades and ideological opinion enjoy 

power. In the north-eastern states that is Meghalaya, Arunac 

Pradesh, Mizoram, Tripura and Manipur where the population is 

pre-dominant ly tribal, tribals themselves are running governrr 

and administration. In Tripura and the State of West Bengal 

where there is a sizeable tribal population, the 

government is constituted by the Communist Party of 

India (Marxist). Where is the question of tribals in 

India living in a colonial situation and being completely
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dominated by the dominant ruling groi;p as the Council hn.- 
msde out in its stat emer.t ?

The fact that tribal communities have rot kept, pace 
with the rest of Indian society in terms- of their- cl ev e 11 ¡pan n I 
is openly ackr.owleged , It is to deal with (his m  evcrnc.v- in 
their development that F and it Jawaharlal Nehru, the first 
Prime Minister of India, whose ccr.tribution to tribal welf are 
has beer, handsomely ackr owl edged by the Council, paid pa i-1 i <u la r 
attention to tribal welfare p rograirmes. This particular empli a.-i - 
or- tribal welfare has beer, continued and strengthened lecer. t yea

The Constitution itself prescribes protection and 
safeguards for the scheduled tribes, and other weaker seetior> 
either- specially or by way of insisting on their general right.'* 
as citizens with the object of promoting their educational and 
economic interests and of removing the social disabilities.
Sorr.e of the main safeguards, are:

(v) the curtailment by law in the interests of a re
scheduled tribe, of the general rights of all 
citizens to move freely, reside and settle in any 
part, of India.

(vi) Penn i 1.1, i n g the .state to irc.kc reservation fot (he 
backward classes, including scheduled tribes in 
pull in services in case cf inadequate rep reser I at i <>rs 
and lequii-eing the state to consider their claim.- in 
the ir.r.k i ng of appoin liner t s to public services.

(vii) Reservation of seats in the Lok Sabha and the S tate 
legislatures .

(viii) the .-etting up of tribal advisory councils and
separate departements in the States and the a pp i j ¡ u l nu n t 
of ¿i special officer at the centre to promote their 
we If aie and .-afe guard their- interest.

( ix) Special pid\ i si ur. for the administration and < ci.I.rol 
of .^ehednled and tribal areas.
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One of the major concerns of Indian p laming ha.- li< t i 
the welfare arcl development of the weaker sections of soc iety, 
ard emorg then'. more especially that: of the scheduled castes. 
the scheduled tribes and the de rot if ied, nomadic ard semi- 
nomadic tribes who constitute nearly one quarter of (.hr I dial 
population. These "roups have, for historical trasoí:.-, re ira i m  d 
socially and economically backward, ard her.ee cuncrited 
efforts have beer, made ui.det the piar to raise their -<-< ¡ a 1 
and economic status.

The progress registeied dui ing the last 3l) y ears, in 
the development of scheduled castes ard tribes ard otlui 
d i sad\ ant aged groups is considerable when compared In (heir 
cor.di t ions at the time of independence. The existing part 
of development has to he assessed against the background of 
social and economic backwardness, reinforced by centuries 
of apathy ard India's recent history of colonial rule and 
the inherent constraints or. the resources of a developing 
economy.

One last point, Madam Chairperson. Land has beer: 
acquired by Government for developmental projects of national 
importance and in the general public interest from all 
sections of the Indian people, it is net that the tribal 
population alone has been subject to special privations.
Also, as an effect.of industrialisation and the expanding 
national economy , large sections of the tribal population 
have been entering into the productive system nhich tend- 
to break down traditional ties, again not only within tribal 
communities alone but aii'eng all traditional social groups in 
India. The problem ef social deprivation and exploitation 
is not linked to a tribal 01 nor— tribal identity, these are 
coirmcn problems fen which there can only be common so lu I i o n s  

ever, if they iu£.y he especially tailored to take care of' 
sp.ecial situât ions.

I thank ymt, Mad an’ Chai rpe rsor .


